yellow with age—perhaps use to describe somebody's long underwear, as mark of the Depression?

yellowed out
Sheepherders were a special case.

Yes, biblically it would be shepherd...

(integrity of the flock)
Roof

"You got that right" (meaning "correct")

anyway
Oh hell yes.
Here goes. (i.e., I'm starting now.)
"castration" (Clifford Shearer)
Wyoming scatter
00 was a poor excuse for a human being.
Judy H. Christ
eyes like a ghoul
old as glaciers
the sheepherders?
or Tom? says it of himself? Rusty thinks of him that way?

For all I knew, they were like Pop.
mutton conductor (sheepherder)
lamb dealers
End of snoose (give this to an unlikely character: Owen's boss?)
Sheepherders who had been alone for months would be drinking themselves crazy to try to catch up with the rest of life.